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Outline
• Flood risk in Houston – It wasn’t just Harvey
• Implications of using green infrastructure for 

flood mitigation
• Bringing together

• environmental sampling,
• resident perceptions, and
• community engagement to plan for and mitigate risk

• Relevance beyond Houston
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Flooding and Flood Risk in Houston
• Tropical cyclone 

associated 
precipitation; 
surge

• Inland 
precipitation

• Sea-level rise
• Subsidence
• >impervious 

surfaces

• Tropical Storm 
Alison (2001)

• Hurricanes Rita 
(2005) and Ike 
(2008)

• Memorial Day 
Floods (2015)

• Tax Day Floods 
(2016)

• Hurricane Harvey 
(2017)
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Flooding and Flood Risk in Houston

According to NOAA, 56 
inches of rain fell over 
Houston after Hurricane 
Harvey

70% of the City was 
inundated to a level of at least 
18 inches 

1,447 square kilometers of 
Harris County were flooded

Hurricane Harvey Inundation (Source: Harris County Flood Control 
District) 
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Green Infrastructure in Houston
• Greenways and flood management zones as 

part of the Bayou system provide multiple 
functions

• Provide space for recreation activities including 
playgrounds, dog parks, hiking trails, picnic areas 
and and flood mitigation 
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Green Infrastructure in Houston
• Proximity to industrial, 

petrochemical, and regulated 
waste sites

• Over 1 million gallons spilled from 
petroleum storage tanks; 500,000 in 
the Houston Ship Channel

• 14 Superfund sites flooded
• 32 municipal solid waste sites flooded

• Of all Harris County parks, 121 of 
349 (36.78%) were flooded by 
Hurricane Harvey

• 102 of 121 (84.30%) flooded parks 
were located in sub-watersheds with 
at least one potential exposure site. 
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Green Infrastructure
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What are we doing to understand 
potential recreational exposure?

• In partnership with the 
Houston Health 
Department, collected soil 
samples in 6 parks 6, 12, 
and 18 weeks after 
Hurricane Harvey

• Analyzed for heavy metals, 
pesticides, PCBs, PAHs

• PAH profiles nearly identical 
immediately after Harvey, 
as time passed more 
heterogeneity
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Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in 
Houston Parks after Hurricane Harvey

• Low, homogenous concentrations of PAHs 1 week after 
Hurricane Harvey

• Increasing, and more heterogeneous, chemical profiles as time 
passed
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What are we doing to understand 
potential recreational exposure?

• In partnership with 
NIEHS P30 Center, 
compare recreation area 
soil analysis with 
surveys and in-depth 
interviews with those 
using parks post-Harvey
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Improve Communication after a Natural 
Disaster
• Examining how people 

communicate after a natural 
disaster can help with:

• Understanding reactions to 
the event that guide behavior

• Identifying knowledge gaps 
that can be addressed by 
local aid organizations

• Identifying strategies for best 
disseminating information

• Identifying community 
leaders/groups that can best 
disseminate information
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Data Collection
Survey Data
• Collected survey data in 

6 parks in the Houston 
area in February 2018

• Feelings of uncertainty
• Emotional response
• Community resilience

Interview Data
• Conducted qualitative 

interviews with park 
goers February-March 
2018

• What knowledge do park 
goers have about 
pollution in the parks 
after Harvey

• What information do they 
want?

• How do they want to 
receive that information?
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Resident Certainty about Pollution
• Half (58 of 117, 49.6%) 

reported they felt certain or 
very certain that Hurricane 
Harvey caused 
environmental pollution in 
their community

• Two-thirds reported a desire 
to be certain about both the 
pollution caused by 
Hurricane Harvey and its 
potential health effects

A barbed-wire fence encircles the Highlands 
Acid Pit that was flooded by water from the 
nearby San Jacinto River. Floodwater 
inundated at least five highly contaminated 
toxic waste sites near Houston, raising 
concerns that the pollution there might 
spread.(Jason Dearen, AP)
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Emotional Response to Pollution

• When asked about their emotional response 
towards environmental pollution in their 
community

• Two in five reported that the pollution made them feel 
angry (42 of 107, 39.3%) 

• One in five reported that the pollution made them feel 
afraid (19 of 89, 21.4%) 

• 60 of 101 (59.4%) respondents reported they did not 
feel “proud”
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Perceptions of Community Resilience
• Although they had little knowledge 

about potential environmental 
contamination, one-quarter to one-third 
of respondents strongly agree or agree 
that the community has:

• Resource resilience: 25.5%
• Transformative potential: 29.9%
• Information and Communication 

resilience: 34.2%
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What are we doing to understand potential recreational 
exposure? Spatial analyses beyond samples

• Spatial 
analysis of 
potential 
recreational 
park exposure 
by sub-
watershed and 
source type.
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Site	Visits Infrastructure	Assessment

Drone	Footage

What are we doing to mitigate potential recreational 
exposure? Community engagement
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Citizen	Presentations Media	Outreach

Student	Scenario	Presentations Final	Outputs

What are we doing to mitigate potential recreational 
exposure? Community engagement
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Low impact facilities 
were suggested in 
areas of extreme 
stormwater ponding 
or flow paths to 
asset with 
infrastructure 
issues.

These provisions 
were visualized and 
explained to 
community 
members. Many 
said provisions were 
used to regenerate 
vacant lots. 

What are we doing to mitigate potential recreational 
exposure? Low Impact Design
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There are factors that make Houston unique…

However, this interdisciplinary approach is relevant 
to other communities:
• Environmental and climate justice
• Utilization of green infrastructure for mitigation
• Expansion of areas at risk from flooding

Relevance to other communities at 
risk
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Questions?

Jennifer A. Horney, PhD, MPH, CPH
Founding Director, Program in Epidemiology
Core Faculty, Disaster Research Center
University of Delaware
horney@udel.edu
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